	
  

	
  
2 ACOUSTIC – REVIEWS
From myself and my new husband I would like to say a MASSIVE thank you for sharing our day with us.
You guys were phenomenal!! Couldn't have asked for anything else from you. The fact that you learnt
two songs for us was just incredible - it really is a testament to what amazing musicians you both are. We
will always cherish your version of "Can't Help Falling in Love”.
So many of our guests commented on how great you were as well. It really helped set the mood. In all
honesty we would recommend you guys at the drop of a hat to anybody! You were a pleasure to work
with leading up the wedding and on the day also. You were simply amazing.
Devon & Euan Edwards - Wedding - 14 Apr 2017
2 Acoustic were superb; they took everything on board that was requested of them and even learnt some
Christmas songs to add to their repertoire. Just the right for the night and lovely people too!
Emma Musson - Samworth Brothers Ltd - 22 Dec 2016
A very big thank you for the music at our event on Friday; it was perfect and I’ve had many
complimentary comments. We had a lovely evening and your contribution was a big part of that. Thank
you also for taking on board all the comments discussed, from the playlist put together, to the extra
Christmas songs learnt, adjusting the volume to suit and varying the playlist from the beginning of the
evening to the end; it was all beautiful, enjoyable and stress free! The only bit I’m sorry about is that the
evening came to an end too quickly!
Emma Musson - Samworth Brothers Ltd - 28 Nov 2016
The day went really quickly and we didn't get a chance to say a big thank you for performing at our
wedding. The music was beautiful and it made our day extra special.
Matt and Sammie Reilly - Wedding
Hi Adam & Paula,
We'd just like to say a huge thank you for performing at our wedding on Saturday!
You both sounded brilliant and we had lovely comments from our guest about your performance.
Thanks again!
Best wishes,
Sophie & Jonathan
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Sophie & Jonathan - Wedding - 30 Jun 2015
Hi, me and poonam wanted to say a massive thank you to guys. You were absolutely fantastic. Our
guests really enjoyed your sets! Best of luck for the future. Kunal and Poonam
Kunal & Poonam Dattani - Wedding - 4 Sep 2014
Would just like to take the time to thank you and 2 Acoustic who played at my wedding on the 02.08.14
at The Grey Lady Newtown Linford they were amazing and both very nice people. We had lots of of
guests saying how good they were and we would definitely recommend them.
Leanne McAllen - 4 Sep 2014
Lizzie and I would like to say thank you again for your performance on our special day. You created the
perfect atmosphere during the ceremony and played the requested songs in your own style which we
loved! A lot of guests praised your choice of songs and playing style during the wedding breakfast and I
really liked your version of Crazy.
James and Lizzie Marriot - Wedding
Hi David,
Could you please pass on my sincere thanks to 2 Acoustic for their superb performance at our party on
Saturday. Their music choice was fantastic, fitting in perfectly with the tone of the event. They were
professional and friendly and an absolute pleasure to deal with.
I will definitely recommend 2 Acoustic to friends and family and hope I have the pleasure of dealing with
them again in the future.
Kind regards,
Alison
Alison Baxter - Birthday Party - 4 Feb 2014
Could you please pass on a huge thank you to 2 Acoustic. They were absolutely perfect and my guests
have been raving about them. They really helped to make our day special... once again, massive thank
yous all round.
Anya & Rich - Wedding - 23 Sep 2013
Hey Adam and Paula, you were both brilliant... Thank you so much, You made the day extra special xxx
Mr and Mrs Lee Stafford - Wedding - 3 Apr 2013
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Our party started with 2 Acoustic who played a great set!
Delia and Geoff Calder - Wedding Aug 2012 - 26 Sep 2012
I just wanted to provide some feedback for 2 Acoustic who played at my wife's 30th birthday on 22nd
September 2012.
We thought they were absolutely exceptional and can't speak highly enough of them. This was a view
shared by our guests - we had numerous comments throughout the day about how good they were and
how fantastic they sounded. They were extremely flexible and friendly both prior to and on the day,
happy to accommodate our itinerary and music choices and even went as far as to learn some of my
wife's favoured songs prior to the event. I would have absolutely no hesitation in booking Paula and
Adam again for another event and I will be sure to recommend them amongst family and friends.
Gethin Evans - Party - Kilworth House - 22 Sep 2012
Please can you pass on our thanks to 2 Acoustic who played at Lily''s 21st party on the 24th march. They
were great, just the right atmosphere was created and we had a wonderful afternoon. Paula sang
beautifully and so many people commented on her constant smile. Adam was very talented on the
keyboard. They were a delight to have with us. I hope they had a great holiday and that we will be able
to have them with us once again. Many thanks and great website changes. Kind regards
Victoria Wade - 21st Birthday - 9 Apr 2012
Their approach was extremely professional, they played a wide range of
music which included today’s modern classics. I would highly recommend them for any event.”
Hayley Ryan - Anniversary Ball
2 Acoustic provide atmosphere and entertainment, a bit of something for everyone. Our residents love it
when they come in.
Jasmine Stanhope - Care Home Manager
Thank you very much for coming and playing for our wedding, it made the day even more special.
Emma Lottie - Wedding
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